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Step It Out a Little Bit More

Step It Out a Little Bit More
by: Paul Sloan & Jennifer Williamson       27 September  
      

Accompaniment

Narrator�s Voice

Tambourine

Music

Counting in fours

Stimuli word bank

walk, jog, step, lean,
wobble, clap, twist
balance, pattern, 
repeat, reach, skip, 
turn, swing, straight, 
bend, change,
variety, relax.

Activity>        What is moving>     Hands, feet, waist, 
                                                   knees, arms, legs;                
                                                   incorporating � 
                                                   clapping, walking,
                                                   stretching, marching,                               
                                                   balancing, jogging,  
                                                   skipping, reaching, 
                                                   swinging, turning.

Dynamics>  How is it moving>      

Space>     Where it is moving> on the spot,
general space,
medium level.

Relationships>     With whom> 

Light/heavy,
slow/quick,
sudden/sustained,
rhythmically to the
accompaniment;
alternatively as in 
heel/toe step.

Individual work
avoiding others,
retaining good 
space. 
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Starting Point

Standing in good space, ready to listen.

Activity          What You Hope To See

Introduction

1.   Walking             (a)   Keep �good space�

    (b) Listen to tambourine.

    (c) Varying directions.

    (d) Good posture, shoulders, back, head up.

    (e) Looking for space.

    (f) Stopping on time.

2.  Clapping               (a) Keeping time.

                                 (b) In fours, keeping a 1-2-3-4, 1-2-3-4 pattern; counting.

3.  Stretching            (a) Toes of both feet pointing forwards.

    (b) Keep heels on ß oor.

    (c) Don�t over lean.

    (d) Maintain good balance.

    (e) Twist around waist, keep legs straight and still.

    (f) Hold and count.

    (g) Foot held rigid in heel stretches.
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Activity          What You Hope To See

4.  Marching            (a) Good co-ordination.

    (b) Strong stepping and arm swinging.

    (c) Good knee lift.

    (d) Body kept upright.

    (e) Retaining rhythm.

    (f) Keep �good space� when moving in general space.

5.  Skipping    (a)     Light on feet.

    (b) Stay up on toes and balls of feet.

    (c) Retain rhythm.
    

6.  Heel to Toe     (a) Keep foot rigid.

    (b) Toeing with a deÞ nite knee bend.

    (c) In time with accompaniment.

    (d) Smooth changes to other foot.

Development

1.  The Journey  (a) Keeping time with the music.

    (b) Variety of movement � march, skip, heel/toe, turning.

    (c) Good use of all the space available.  

    (d) Starting and Þ nishing with the music.
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2.  Observation  (a) Good examples of No.1 (a-d) from selected pupils.

    (b) Pupils attentiveness.

3.  Cool down   Sleepy Hands� poem

    (a) Steady, deep breathing.

    (b) Good listening.

Footnote:  

 The programme content is designed 
to provide pupils with further ideas 
on how to move to music.  Don�t be 
discouraged if pupils do not 
initially reproduce the movements 
accurately.  The full potential of this 
and subsequent units will only be 
realised through practice and 
familiarity.  

Encourage pupils to enter into 
the happy atmosphere generated 
through the music and do not inhibit 
them by demanding �quality� too 
soon.  

However, do encourage disciplined 
listening and performing.  Hopefully 
everyone will then enjoy working 
towards better quality movements as 
the series progresses. 

Sleepy Hands

Hands that are sleepy
Then wiggle awake
Giggle and jiggle
They wiggle and shake.

Hands that are gentle
For soothing small things
Hands moving softly
Like butterß y wings.

Hands that are busy
Whiz whizzing they go
Weaving and waving
As taller they grow.

But hands feeling tired
Float down from the light
Grow droopy and dreamy
And whisper, �Good night�.
By Malcolm Brown 
and Jenny Melmoth


